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Motivation

• Design effective strategies for electricity generation 
portfolios.
• Analyse cost-benefits of policy strategies to mitigate 

greenhouse gas emissions in the EU power system

• How long-term scenarios for transmission expansion 
and decarbonisation policies influence the evolution of 
the EU power system infrastructure

• Link models and multidisciplinary approaches



Objectives

• Model the EU power system with short-term and long-
term considerations
• evaluate national energy strategies and climate policies

• Examine the performance of optimal technology 
portfolios by considering energy transition scenarios of 
the power system.
• identify a solution that performs well against the worst and/or 

the best case performance. 
• i.e., to hedge against the possible realisation of certain 

technological or geopolitical scenarios, we apply robust 
optimisation through the min-max and min-max regret 
criteria.



Policies and 
strategies for 

decarbonization

• designing effective strategies 
for electricity generation 
portfolios

Scenarios for the EU 
power system

• how long-term scenarios for transmission 
expansion and decarbonisation policies 
influence the evolution of the EU power system 
infrastructure.

EU power system

Modelling and 
analysis

• EU electricity investment model determines the 
optimal portfolio of electricity generation 
technologies and computes their respective costs 
and emissions achieved towards 2050. 

stress-test analysis 
on the effectiveness 
of decarbonisation 

policies

• how these portfolios (scenarios) 
perform under divergent policy 
or geopolitical developments. 



European Model for Power system Investment with (high  shares of) Renewable Energy

 Central planner viewpoint: minimizing net  present value of investment & operational cost

 Investments in generation and cross-border transmission capacity

EMPIRE model spatial detail

Electricity investment model: EMPIRE
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Multi-horizon Stochastic programming 
framework

Long term investments vs short term dynamics (operations) 
under uncertainty 
• formulated as a sequenced two-stage stochastic program

Perfect foresight in the long-term
• Fit to analyze the energy system transition for a pathway scenario







Energy transition cases

• The “PRIMES Reference scenario” projects energy trends to 
2050 based on policies already adopted by March 2010. It 
includes policies agreed in the EU climate and energy 
package of 2009. 

• The “PRIMES Decarbonisation scenario”. We use the EUCO 
27 variant, which assumes international agreement on an 
effective global action plan complemented with policies for 
carbon pricing across all sectors. It positions the adoption of 
major low carbon technologies in the energy sector, e.g., 
energy efficiency and RES, CCS, nuclear and electrification 
of transport.



Four cases

• PRIMES Reference case, transmission options available 
or optimized (OTR).

• PRIMES Decarbonisation case, transmission options 
available or optimized (OTD).

• PRIMES Reference case, transmission expansion limited 
to (LTR).

• PRIMES Decarbonisation case, transmission expansion 
Limited (LTD).



EMPIRE Results



PRIMES Reference case, transmission options available or optimized (OTR).
PRIMES Decarbonisation case, transmission options available or optimized (OTD).



PRIMES Reference case, transmission options available or optimized (OTR).
PRIMES Decarbonisation case, transmission options available or optimized (OTD).



PRIMES Reference case, transmission expansion limited to (LTR).
PRIMES Decarbonisation case, transmission expansion Limited (LTD).



Example of transmission
Expansion cases



Example of limited transmission
expansion cases



Robustness tool and stress-testing the optimal 
portfolios



Robustness tool and stress-testing 
the optimal portfolios

• Carry out a stress testing for the investments  
electricity generation and transmission with respect to 
their performance across different scenarios.
• Perform a min-max and min-max regret analysis to obtain the 

most robust state. 

• Measure the variation of the cumulative 2010-2050 
investment costs and cumulative 2010-2050 emissions 
across different scenarios on transmission and 
decarbonisation.
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Main observations

• The robust strategy, cost-wise, is located in LTD optimality, 
while in the emissions case regret robustness corresponds 
to the OTD optimal portfolio.

Joint Objectives analysis,
• In the min-max setting, the LTD strategy is the optimal, 
expressing the desire of the conservative decision maker in 
any of the examined future development.

• With the min-max regret approach, the LTD strategy for 
cost and the OTD strategy for emissions create the least 
regret for the decision maker. If, however, joint relative 
regret analysis is applied to the future optimal development, 
then LTD strategy is established to be the robust one. 



Conclusions

• Portfolios for decarbonisation scenarios are more robust
• This is due to the fact that nuclear remains in the mix until

2050, while introduction of CCS technologies in the mix
comes much earlier than in the reference scenario.

• In the optimised transmission portfolios, 
• if the new generation built is based on this scenario and not 

realised in terms of infrastructure and investments, then the 
resulting regret could be enormous. From a technical point of 
view, this situation is realistic, considering for example that 
balancing issues will be far more challenging.



Final Remarks
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Peak time flexibility: country 
specific examples 

• Gas is primarily base-load in 2025 
while in 2050 is used for balancing 
support. This diminishes its utilization 
factor  from 65% in 2025 to 15% in 
2050

• In 2050 biomass, emerges as a key 
flexibility source in part due to the 
high emission costs of other 
technologies and due to its synergy 
with gas power plants.

• Storage and hydro become key 
flexibility providers when there is lack 
of RES generation


